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Personal information

Name: Heba Hasan Moustafa Hussein
Mobile: 01022023185

Address:                 Egypt.
Email: knowledgeiswisdom19@gmail

Nationality:          Egyptian 
Religion: Muslim 
Marital Status: Single
Gender: Female
I am living in Egypt now, Giza.

Education
- Bachelor degree in English, Kuwait University, from the Faculty of

Education, with general grade (good).

- Professional Diploma in Psychology and Counseling, from Ain 

Shams University of Egypt, Faculty of Education, with general 

grade (good). 

- Diploma of Islamic studies from Institute of (Dar Quran and 

Islamic science), (four years study) with general grade (very good).

Experience

- I worked as a Preparation programmer and script writer

 at the Egyptian T.V. for seven years, and I did a lot of educational

and Cultural programs in the Specialized  Nile Educational Space

Channels.

- Radio Presenter at (MT.Misr) internet Radio.

- Counseling experience and a social worker in institutions. 

- Working as a translator, from Arabic to English and from English to

Arabic.



-  Working as teacher of English at a language school. 

Interests

- I am originally an Arab researcher Who is specialized in English,

I have good command over Arabic and English languages, I have

a  Bachelor  in  English  ,I  am  interested  in  Psychology  and

Education,  I  like  writing,  I  write  about  literature,   Social

problems,  Psychology  and  any  general  topics,  I  can  copy  and

paste, I can write a creative writing, and blog Articles, I write in

English  perfectly  and  in  Arabic  as  well,  I  translate  also  from

English to Arabic and from Arabic to English ,I usually take $0.08

Cents per word in translation .

- Having great interest in social problems.

- Having great  interest  in  Islam and defending it  through scientific

discussions and objective thinking.

-  Having great interest in Psychology especially Child Psychology, and

Pedagogy. 

- Writing children’s stories. 

- Having interest in women’s problems, especially in the Arab World. 

- Making research in Education problems, of the Arab world.

- Having interest Educational problems and the general aims, values

and attitudes of parents and Pedagogy in the Arab Culture. 

- Reading and thinking about the Arabs social problems. 

The Job applied For

- Translator from English/Arabic, Arabic/English

- Writer and Editor .




